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ABSTRACT
Numerous Optical Character Recognition (OCR) companies claim that their products have near-perfect recognition accuracy (close to 99.9%). In practice, however, these accuracy rates are rarely achieved. Most systems break down when the input document images are highly degraded, such as scanned images of carbon-copy documents, documents printed on low-quality paper, and documents that are n-th generation photocopies. Besides, the end user cannot compare the relative performances of the products because the various accuracy results are not reported on the same dataset.

In this article we report our evaluation results for two popular Arabic OCR products: i) Sakhr OCR and ii) OmniPage for Arabic. In our evaluation we establish that the Sakhr OCR product has 15.47% lower page error rate relative to the OmniPage page error rate. The absolute page accuracy rates for Sakhr and Omnipage are 90.33% and 86.89% respectively. Our evaluation was performed using the SAIC Arabic image dataset, and we used only those pages for which both OCR systems produced output. A scatter-plot of the page accuracy-rate pairs reveals that Sakhr in general performs better on low-accuracy (degraded) pages. The scatter-plot visualization technique allows an algorithm developer to easily detect and analyze outliers in the results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Characterizing the performance of OCR systems is important for many reasons:

- Predict performance: Typically OCR is part of a bigger system, e.g., an information retrieval (IR) system or a machine translation (MT) system. Since the overall performance depends on the performances of the individual subsystems, the overall performance of the MT/IR system is a function of the OCR recognition rate. Knowledge of end-to-end performance as a function of OCR accuracy rate will allow us to predict the minimum recognition rate required for achieving a specified overall MT/IR system performance rate.
- Monitor progress: In order to monitor progress in research/development of OCR systems, we need quantitative measures. Periodic quantitative performance evaluation of OCR systems will allow us to assess progress in the field.
- Provide scientific explanations: Understand the contributions to the accuracy improvement by specific sub-modules. That is, explain why an OCR system achieves a particular accuracy.
- Identify open problems: Determine areas that need improvement/research and the impact of these improvements on the entire system.

Numerous OCR companies claim that their products have near-perfect recognition accuracy (close to 99.9%). In practice, however, these accuracy rates are rarely achieved. Most systems break down when the input document images are highly degraded, such as scanned images of carbon-copy documents, documents printed on low-quality paper, and documents that are n-th generation photocopies. Besides, the end user cannot compare the relative performances of the products because the various accuracy results are not reported on the same dataset.
In this article we report our evaluation results for two most commonly used Arabic OCR products: i) Sakhr OCR and ii) OmniPage for Arabic. In Section 2 we describe various methods for evaluating performance of OCR systems, and OCR evaluation results that have been reported earlier. In Section 3 we describe the experimental protocol we used to conduct our evaluation and in Section 4 we discuss the results.

2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BACKGROUND

OCR evaluation can be broadly categorized into two types: i) blackbox evaluation and ii) whitebox evaluation. In blackbox evaluation an entire OCR system is treated as an indivisible unit and its end-to-end performance of the system is characterized. The performance of the system is evaluated as follows. First a corpus of scanned document images is selected. Next, the text zones are delineated. Then, for each text zone, the correct text string is keyed in by humans. The process of delineating the zones and keying in the text is very laborious, expensive, and prone to errors. Finally the OCR algorithm is run on each text zone and the results are compared with the keyed in groundtruth text using a string matching routine. In theory the corpus should be a representative sample of the population of images for which the algorithm was designed. In practice, however, factors like time and cost forces us to limit the size of the dataset to something feasible. This process was adopted by the UNLV OCR evaluation program and the UW evaluation process. The UNLV evaluation corpus consisted of English annual reports, documents from department of Energy, magazines, business letters, legal documents, Spanish newspapers, and German business letters. The UW dataset consisted of English technical journals.

Whitebox evaluation, on the other hand, characterizes the performance of individual submodules. Most OCR systems have submodules for skew detection and correction, page segmentation, zone classification, and text extraction. Zone segmentation evaluation has been attempted earlier by Vincent et al. Whitebox evaluation is possible only if the evaluator has access to the input and output of the submodules of the OCR system. Thus for segmentation evaluation, access to coordinates of zones produced by OCR is crucial. While blackbox evaluation does not require access to intermediate results, it does not provide performance analysis at the submodule level. Furthermore, the blackbox evaluations described above do not take into account the errors due to segmentation.

More recently, researchers have advocated the use of synthetically generated data for OCR evaluation. In this methodology (see Kanungo et al.) documents are first typeset using a standard typesetting system such as LT1pX or Word. Then a noise-free bitmap image of the document and the corresponding groundtruth is automatically generated. The noise-free bitmap is then degraded using a parametrized degradation model. The degradation level is controlled by varying the parameters of the model. This methodology has the advantage that the laborious process of manually typing in the data is completely avoided. Furthermore, no manual scanning is required, and the process is entirely independent of language (up to the limits of the typesetting software). Since the typesetting software is available to us, the effects of page layout, font size and type on OCR accuracy can be studied by conducting controlled experiments. A variant of the above methodology proposed by Kanungo and Haralick by printing the ideal document, scanning it, and then transforming the ideal groundtruth to match the real image. This process allows a researcher to generate groundtruth at a geometric level (character bounding boxes, identity, font, etc.) in any language, which is essential for building classifiers.

In this article, we conduct a blackbox evaluation of two Arabic OCR products. In the next section we describe the details of our experimental setup, and in Section 4 we summarize our results.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

In this section we describe the experimental setup. We selected the SAIC dataset as our corpus for performance evaluation. The corpus has binary images of Arabic text and the corresponding “groundtruth.” By groundtruth we mean manually typed correct Arabic ASCII strings that OCR systems should ideally produce. We then run both OCR products on the dataset and compute the accuracy rate of the OCR engines, which is defined as the percentage of groundtruth characters correctly recognized, by comparing the outputs with the groundtruth.

The two Arabic OCR products that were i) Sakhr’s Automatic Reader 3.01 and ii) Caere’s OmniPage Pro v2.0. Both products were run on a Pentium 1066MHz PC with 32Mb RAM, 256Kb cache, and running Microsoft Windows 95 (Arabic version). The DOD error counter was used for counting errors in the OCR-generated text; the software was run a Sun Ultra 2 running Solaris 5.5. On UNIX, AraMosaic—a public-domain Arabic browser—was used for viewing the OCR-generated text. In order to reduce manual errors, scripts were written to automate the process as much as possible.
The Department of Defense provided us with the DARPA/SAIC dataset. It originally contained 345 images with groundtruth. Three of these were unusable and were removed (AT10746 did not have image, AT10116 did not have groundtruth, and AT10286 image and groundtruth did not match), leaving 342 images with groundtruth. Groundtruth text was encoded in CP1256 format. TIFF images, originally at 600 dpi, were then sampled at 300 dpi using the public-domain utility convert. Images in the DARPA/SAIC dataset are zones with single column of text. The images are relatively clean and are scanned from books, magazines and computer generated documents.

4. RESULTS

In our evaluation we computed the page accuracy rate, which is defined as the average page accuracy rate. Sakhr achieved 90.33% accuracy whereas OmniPage achieved 86.89% accuracy. The 95% confidence interval for mean accuracy of Sakhr is 90.33±0.9 and that of OmniPage is 86.80±1.54. The absolute page accuracy of Sakhr is on the average 3.44% higher than that of OmniPage. The 95% confidence interval on the difference between the two means is 3.44±1.13%. In relative terms, the page error rate (1 minus page accuracy rate) of Sakhr is 26% lower relative to the page error rate of OmniPage.

A histogram of the accuracies is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that the empirical distribution of the accuracies is not Gaussian. In fact, the accuracy distribution of OmniPage has a fatter tail than that of Sakhr. A scatter plot of accuracy pairs for Sakhr and OmniPage is shown in Figure 2. Each point on the plot corresponds to a document image in the dataset. The x-coordinate corresponds to the OmniPage accuracy for that image and the y-coordinate corresponds to the Sakhr accuracy. Points on the diagonal represent document images for which both products achieved similar accuracies. Points very far from the diagonal represent images for which the accuracies differed a lot. It can be seen that there are many images for which Sakhr performed better. Numerous subimages from the dataset images, and the corresponding OCR output for both products, are shown in Figures 3-9.
Figure 2. Scatter plot of OCR accuracies of OmniPage and Sakhr at 300 dpi resolution. Each data point represents a specific image. The x-coordinate of the data point represents OmniPage accuracy, whereas the y-coordinate of the data point represents Sakhr accuracy. Points along the diagonal represent document images for which both products achieved similar accuracy. Off-diagonal points indicate that one product performed better than the other.

Figure 3. Image AT10290. Both Sakhr and OmniPage performed well on this image. Sakhr achieved 98.08% accuracy and OmniPage achieved 97.7% accuracy.
Figure 4. (a) Image AT10082. Both Sakhr and OmniPage performed poorly on this image. Sakhr achieved 38.88% accuracy and OmniPage achieved 35.79% accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Output of Sakhr.

Figure 5. (a) Image AT10012. Sakhr performed better than OmniPage on this image. Sakhr achieved 98.13% accuracy whereas OmniPage achieved 41.00% accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Output of Sakhr.
Figure 6. (a) Image AT10239. Sakhr performed better than OmniPage on this image. Sakhr achieved 89.52% accuracy whereas OmniPage achieved 38.75% accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Output of Sakhr.

Figure 7. a) Image AT10285. Sakhr performed better than OmniPage on this image. Sakhr achieved 78.61% accuracy whereas OmniPage achieved 29.62% accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Output of Sakhr.
The paper discusses the performance of two systems, OmniPage and Sahkr, on different images. It states that OmniPage consistently outperformed Sahkr in terms of accuracy on the images provided. The accuracy rates are given for each image, with OmniPage achieving higher accuracy than Sahkr in all cases.

**Figure 8.** (a) Image ATI0078. OmniPage performed better than Sahkr on this image. OmniPage achieved 89.14% accuracy whereas Sahkr achieved 76.3% accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Output of Sakhr.

**Figure 9.** (a) Image ATI0446. OmniPage performed better than Sahkr on this image. OmniPage achieved 94.06% accuracy whereas Sahkr achieved 83.67% accuracy. (b) Output of OmniPage. (c) Output of Sakhr.
5. SUMMARY
We reported on our evaluation results on two Arabic OCR products: Sakhr and OmniPage. We showed that on the SAIC dataset Sakhr performed better than OmniPage. The average page accuracy rate of Sakhr is 90.333% while that of OmniPage is 86.89%. The average page accuracy of Sakhr is 3.44 ± 1.13% higher than that of OmniPage. In relative terms, Sakhr has 26% lower page error rate (defined as 1 minus page accuracy rate) than OmniPage. A scatter plot is used to visualize the page accuracies. This visualization technique allows an algorithm developer to easily detect and analyze outliers.
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